The usual network reliability problem is: Suppose that edges of G are s-independently erased with probabilities q ( e ) , e E E. Let F denote the set of non-erased edges; the subgraph ( V J ) of G then appears with probability:
INTRODUCTION
Reliability of networks with randomly failing edges is a subject of extensive research. Several directions prevail in this research:
algorithms for reliability computation [ 1-3,2 1,221 reliabdity estimation by means of simulation [6, [8] [9] [10] [11] 14, 16, 17] constructing tractable lower and upper bounds on the network This paper describes an approach to network reliability simulation based on an artificial time-evolution formulation of network failure reliability characteristics. This approach incorporates both simulation and analytic methods and has no difficulty when the edge failure probabilities are distinct. The aim of this work is to develop efficient simulation procedures. In particular, we are interested in reducing the relative error of network failure estimation for highly reliable networks.
A network 3t is an undirected graph G= ( V,E), with nodeset V, J V J = n , and edge-set E, J E J = m , whose spanning subgraphs ( V J ) are classified as up (operational) and down (non-operational), subject to the reasonable monotonicity condition: If ( V,F) is up then all subgraphs ( VJ' ) are up, where F E Ff.
reliability [2] [3] [4] . The reliability of 3t is defined as the probability R ( Z , q ) that the random subgraph ( V , F ) is operating. As a principal example, we consider terminal reliability defined by: ( V J ) is up if Tlies in one component of ( 
V J ) . This network is denoted
We consider Monte Carlo simulation of network reliability based on time evolution modification of the static model. This modification leads to an important acceleration (variance reduction) of the Monte Carlo procedures, and guarantees boundedness of the relative error, irrespective of the value of graph unreliability (claim 6.2) .
Section 2 presents a general statistical framework for reliability evaluation. Section 3 expresses the network reliability R ( T c , q ) in terms of two different Markov processes: i) a destruction process (DP), and ii) a creation process (CP). Section 4 presents combinatorics for analyzing DP for the network ( G, T ) . The central role belongs to the notion of maximal spanning tree, the Kruskal algorithm, and lemma 4.1. In the case of equal edge-failure probabilities, the DP leads to an efficient Monte Carlo sampling scheme studied earlier by Fishman [lo] . Sections 5 & 6 describe a modification of CP based on the graphtheoretical notion of closure. Section 7 presents numerical results for a family of networks, with a comparison of several Monte Carlo approaches.
by (G9T).
MONTE CARLO SAMPLING SCHEME
By the Monte Carlo method for evaluating a sum,
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over a very large set Uof "outcomes", we mean the following method. Introduce the probability distribution p ( U ) on U and consider U as an um from which a ball u can be drawn with probability p (U). Also let Z denote the mean value of random variable Y(u) = z(u)/p(u) by:
The variance and coefficient of variation of Y are:
From basic statistics we haveCkim 2.1. Let S = (U', u2 ,..., UN) be the result of N s-independent choices from U, with probabilities p ( U). Then -
is an unbiased estimate of E { Y) , with variance and coefficient of variation equal:
Consider a network X with a graph G = ( V, E ) and some operational (up) criterion. Realization of the above scheme for the set of subsets of E as the urn U, with p (F) , F E E, given by (1-1), and Y(F) = 1 when (VJ) is up, and 0 otherwise, are referred to as crude Monte Carlo (CMC) for evaluating R ( X , q ) , or equivalently, for evaluating Q( X , q ) = l-R(X,q). The variance of CMC is:
and the relative error in evaluating Q on the basis of N s-independent experiments is:
The main deficiency of CMC is the unbounded growth of BCMC as Q approaches 0 (viz, for highly reliable networks).
Various improvements of CMC have been suggested in order to reduce or eliminate this effect [6, [8] [9] [10] [11] 14, 17] .
In this paper we offer another urn scheme for evaluating network reliability which guarantees finite relative error. The ~ 513 balls u in this scheme are the trajectories of a certain Markov process on the state space 2" or its proper reduction, and the value Y( U ) of the random variable is the conditional probability of the up state for a given trajectory. Except for a special choice of the urn we suggest no changes to the above basic sampling scheme. This, however, provides performance of the Monte Carlo which is in general comparable with the existing advanced sampling techniques. In certain cases, such as highly reliable networks and dense graphs, the suggested method is definitely better.
GRAPH DESTRUCTION AND CREATION PROCESSES
Introduce an artificial time t and let F(t) denote the set of edges existing at the instant t. Consider two types of graph evolution processes G ( t ) = ( V , F ( t ) ) , F ( t ) E E, t 1 0.
Destruction Process (DP)
Initially, at t =0, all edges are up: F( 0) =E. Edges leave the set F( t ) s-independently, at random moments T( e ) , with the Cdf, Pr{.r(e) I t} = 1 -exp( -X(e)t). Let 7(X) denote the random moment when G( t ) goes down. The Cdf of T( X ) is Pr{7(X) I t} = R ( X , q ) , where q is an m-vector with the components q(e) = 1 -exp( -X(e)t), e E E. The static model in the Introduction agrees with DP when the edge failure rates X(e) are chosen so thatand is realized at t = 1.
Creation Process (CP)
Initially, at t = 0, all edges are down: F( 0) = 0. The edges of G join F( t) s-independently, at random moments 7 ( e ) , with the Cdf, Pr{.r(e) I t} = 1-exp( -X(e)t), e E E, and operate forever. Let [ ( X ) denote the moment when G ( t) goes up. TheCdfof[(X) isPr{t(X] I t} = R ( X , q ) , withq(e) = exp( -X(e)t). The static model agrees with CP when the edge birth rates h(e) are chosen so that, and is realised at t = 1.
For each of these processes consider an ordering (permutation) w = (el, ..., e,,,) of E specifying the order in which the edges are erased (in DP) or created (in CP). The probability of w is given by the well-known expression [7, 17] :
where Eo = E, Ei = E -e l -...-ei, 1 I i s m-1, and For a given w, an edge e is called DP-critical if erasing it causes G( t) to go down, and CP-critical if its creation causes h(Ei) = L E E , h(e)* G(t) to go up. The ordinal number of the critical edge in w is called the critical number of w and denoted by [w] , so that min{i:G-el-... -ei is down}, in DP (el,e2 ,..., ei)) is up), in CP. (3) (4) PutP(t(w) = Pr{7(32) I tJw} for DP, and Pr(t(32) I t I w) for CP. By a well-known property of Markov processes [7] , P ( t ( w ) is a convolution of exponential r.v.'s: P ( t ( w ) does not depend on the order of e[wl+l,...,em in the permutation w. The following notions are therefore reasonable.
Trajectories and Tails
An ordered subset x = (el, e2,. . . ,er) of E is called a rrajectory of DP if G-el-e2-... -ei is up for i < rand down for i = r; x is called a trajectory ofCP if ( V , { el,...,ei)) is down for i < r and up for i=r. An ordered subset y = (er, e,, l,. . . ,em) of E is called a tail of DP if ( V, {ei,ei+ 1,. . . ,e,} is down for i > r and up for i = r; y is called a tail of CP if G-ei-ei+l-... -em is up for i > rand down for i=r. 0
The critical number r=[w] divides a permutation w = (el,. . . ,em) into the trajectory tr (w) = ( e1,e2,. .. ,e,.) and the tail tl(w) = (er,er+l,...,em). A trajectory x can be identified with the set (bundle) of permutations w satisfying tr (w) = x, thus -P(tlx) = P(tlw) for w satisfying tr(w) = x ,
The following obvious variance decomposition reveals the gain in accuracy provided by DP or CP with respect to CMC (at the expense of more complex computations).
Similarly, a tail y can be identified with the bundle of permutations w satisfying tl( w) =y. Its probability is:
The Cdf of the critical moment, given y , is: (3-10') In the important case of equal edge-failure probabilities (X(e) = X for all e E E) we have -
By the total probability formula, q = {q( e ) ; e E E } is the vector of edge failure probabilities,
The sum at the left in (3-7) is over all trajectories of the corresponding process. The Monte Carlo scheme based on generating trajectories
x and exactly computing P ( t Ix) is characterised by the variance:
Now we describe generating permutations, trajectories and tails with their "natural" probabilities, as they appear in the corresponding process.
Generating permutations
For each edge e generate a value b(e) of r.v. 7(e), the lifetime of e. Then the desired permutation w = ( el,e2,. . . ,em) is induced by the inequalities: [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] This method is equivalent to drawing a permutation w from the um (see section 2) of all m! possible permutations of E with 0 probability p ( w ) given by .
Generating trajectories
A trajectory x = (e1,e2,. . . ,er) is generated by sequentially choosing el from E with probability X ( el) /X( E ) , e2 from E-el with probability h(e2)/h(E-el), etc, until the critical edge is generated. This is equivalent to drawing a trajectory from an urn with probability (3) (4) (5) (6) .
Sequentially generating tails in the reverse order e,, e, -l,. . . , with natural probabilities (3-10) is practically intractable, except for the case of equal edge-failure probabilities. In the latter case, tails are generated in the same sequential manner as trajectories. Consider generating a trajectory x = ( e1,e2,. . . ) of DP.
After a current edge ek is erased, we need only to check if the terminal-set T is connected by G -el -e2 -. . . -ek. Surely, the choice of ek can always be restricted to the edge-set of Gk. The possibilities are:
ii. otherwise. Find an edge e of Gk-ek connecting the components of D-ek. If e exists, then Gk+l =G-ek, Gk+l connects T, and we can put D: = D -ek + e; otherwise (e does not exist), consider the components of D -ek. If one of them, say D ' contains the entire T, then Gk + = Gk (D ' ) which is the subgraph of Gk induced by the vertices of D' , Gk+ connects T, and we can put D: = D'; otherwise T is disconnected in Gk-ek, so that the critical number is k, and (el,e2, ..., ek) is An important fact is that when an entire permutation w is available, the critical edge can be determined by using exactly one special spanning tree D, as shown in lemma 4.1 below. The following Monte Carlo simulation algorithm is sug- (3) (4) (5) . 4. Compute the estimate of network failure probability as the sample average of P ( t 1 wj) (j = 1 ,. . . , N ) , see (2-2); com-
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The Kruskal algorithm used in the above simulation starts from e, and terminates with e,, ie, it deals only with the tail of the given permutation. In principle, this property could be exploited by sequentially generating the tail of a permutation wj, applying (3-10) & (3-10'). Unfortunately, however, these formulas are too complicated for straightforward calculations. The situation is, however, much easier in the important case of equal edge-failure probabilities, as in (3-1 1) . The reliability simulation of 32 = ( G, Z') with equal edge-failure probabilities is considered by Fishman [8, 10] . In [lo] , the simulation method is based on generating tails, and lemma 4.1 was used, but without being formulated explicitly.
The case of equal edge-failure probabilities is extremely favorable for the network Monte Carlo. Indeed, in this case all permutations have the same probability, 1 / (m!) . On the other hand, assuming, without loss of generality, h ( e ) = 1 for all e E E, the convolution (3-5) can be considerably simplified. Indeed, in the theory of order statistics [5] it is well-known that This presentation is used in [lo] as a basis for a Monte Carlo sampling scheme. A remarkable property of (4-3) is that the relevant combinatorics of 32 = (G, Z') , expressed by the numbers { A ( r ) , r = 1,. . . ,m} , are totally separated from the probabilities contained in the functions Hr( t) , These functions are standard and always available for any value of t. So, the Monte Carlo simulation efforts should be turned to obtaining the distribution { A ( r ) , r = 1 ,. . . ,m} . It is reasonable to c d it the internal distribution (ID) of the network ( G , n . As an illustration, tables 1 & 2 present the IDS of several complete graphs with T= V, and for the dodecahedredon with various Ts. obtained by simulation. 
. CREATION AND MERGING PROCESSES FOR

32= (G,Z')
A closer look at the performance of the Kruskal algorithm reveals that on each step of constructing a maximal spanning tree, there can be identified a set of irrelevant edges whose future appearance does not affect the time t (32). These are exactly the edges complementing the existing part of the tree to its graphtheoketical closure.
The closure of a subset F of E consists of F and all edges of G whose ends lie in the same component of the spanning subgraph (V,F). A subset F is closed if it coincides with its closure. For example, closing the set of bold edges of the dodecahedron shown in figure l b adds the edge e = ( 1,3) .
The closure operation enables us to deal simultaneously with thicker bundles of permutations than in the original DP or CP. A serious obstacle for using this approach in the DP for the network ( G, T ) is the stochastic properties of tails, expressed by (3-lo) , (3-10') . This obstacle never appears for (G,T) in CP, as is shown below [3, 19] .
In what follows, the notion of regularpartition of Vplays the central role. Given a graph G= ( V,E) , a partition g = {Xl,X2 ,..., X,} of V, where Xi f l J = 0 for i # j , and in one of direct successors of g, say g', obtained by merging exactly two super-nodes of g, and chosen with probability (A (g) -X(g ' ) ) /X(g) . The above is summarized in the following. Claim 5.1.
i. g(t) = ( F ( t ) ) is a Markov process on L ( G ) ; ii. the time spent by g(t) in a state g is distributed as
iii. thetransitiong -g'hastheprobabilityPr{g'Ig} = (X(g) -X(g'))/X(g), when g' is a direct successor of g, and 0 otherwise.
For additional details see [3, 19] . In the following, g ( t )
is referred to as Merging Process, MP. is a sequence U = ( go,gl,. . . ,g,) of regular partitions where go is the trivial partition into singletons; gi is a direct successor of gi-l for i = l , ..., r; and r is the first i such that gi is up. In general, trajectories have distinct lengths, so that r depends on U. The probability of U is:
Example
E, of the edges between distinct components Xi. If g, is up, then stop; otherwise draw an edge from E, and form g,+1 by
After a trajectory u = ( go,gl,. . . ,gr} is formed, the condiis computed as the convolution of functions
The conditional distribution function of 4 (37.1 along u is tional Cdf ( l
merging the two components connected by this edge.
Finally, the Cdf of [ (31 ) is ( where U is the set of all trajectories of g(t).
Returning to the initial creation process F ( t) E E, we see that a trajectory x = (el,e2, ...) of CP produces a uniquely defined trajectory of MP which we denote by (x) . We say that trajectories n' , x " of CP are equivalent if ( x ' ) = ( x " ) . Thus, a trajectory u of MP represents the class of trajectories of CP satisfying (x) = U ; we write it as x E U.
For x E u one has -
(To start with, we haveAl,l = 1).
Then -
The Monte Carlo scheme based on generating trajectories
of MP and exactly computing P ( t ( u ) using (5-2) has i= 1
COMPLEXITY OF THE MP-MONTE CARLO
Comparison with CMC and CP is based on the expansions:
For evaluating the computational complexity of the Monte Carlo scheme based on MP consider two problems.
A. Estimating Q = E( X , q ) for particular value of the vector q with a given mean relative error 6.
B. Estimating Q = R(%,q) for a l-parameter family qr oftheformq,(e) = ql(e)' = exp[-h(e)t], t E (tl,t2, ..., tk)
Pr(u}P(tJu) P(tlu),
Pr(x)u} P(tlx)2-P(tlx)2 . (5-6) With a given mean relative error 6.
The following statements can be easily established.
The second term in the r.h.s. Of (5-6) Generating a trajectory of g ( t ) Then the complexity of the MP Monte Carlo for both A and B is:
Start from go = {XI, ..., Xn}, (Xil = l . At step r one has a sequence g0,gl,g2, ...,grr with g,= {XI ,..., Xn-,}, and a list sz,,(Q) . 0 (~2 ) .
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U A pleasant feature of MP is given by the following W = (Variance) x (CPU-time in sec for lo00 replications). statement.
(7-1) Claim 6.2. For a given n and a given operational criterion the coefficient of variation 8hp( Q) is bounded uniformly for all values of A(e), e E E and 0 5 t I W .
Proof. Since the A's appear only in the products A(e) .t and in 0-homogeneous form, it is sufficient to prove that limt-o, 8Lp (Q) exists and is bounded in the unit ball E, A2 (e)
Consider the lattice L of all partitions of the node-set I/ (states), and let UP and DN denote the sets of up and down states respectively. A trajectory of MP is a sequence U = ( go,gl,. . . ,gr), where go,. . . ,gr-E DN, g, E UP (in this formulation trajectories with zero probabilities are permitted). ThenThe values WDp & WMp for DP & MP, respectively, were compared with the corresponding WcMc for the crude Monte Carlo (CMC) and for some methods in [6, 9, 14, 16] .
The CMC was based on erasing edge e with probability q( e), e E E , and on checking the terminal connectivity of the resulting subnetwork. When no edges fail, the CMC simulation program skips the terminal connectivity check [6] . The set union algorithm of Hopcroft & Ullman [13] was applied for the connectivity check. For both DP & CP, the ratios WCMCIWDp & WCMC/ WMp were computed.
From the accuracy point of view, the principal parameter is the relative error: 6 = (Variance) "/(Network failure probability). as t -oo (since A(g,) >...>A(gr-l)). Define p ( % ) = min{h(g) : g E DN with a direct successor in UP} and U,
This limit is a continuous function of A( e), e E E , and the assertion follows.
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In the particular case of complete graph G=K,,, with equal edge-failure rates, and all-terminal connectivity as an operational criterion, it can be shown that A&( Q) I 1 for all n. The following seemingly non-trivial question is then reasonable and important.
Question. Is there a universal constant A such that 6MP (Q) I
A for all n, all possible A's and 0 I t e oo? U € U,
SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of the Monte Carlo schemes based on edge destruction & creation processes, a series of experiments has been done for several networks. Network failure probability Q=R{%,q} was estimated along the lines of the simulation strategies for DP & MP described in sections 4 & 5. As a performance measure of the simulation method we take:
The variance reduction factor with respect to CMC was computed for MP as, qMp = 6&C/6hp.
The simulation results are based on N= lo4 replications.
The following networks were chosen for numerical experiments:
1. The Easton-Wong [6] communication network with 105 nodes and 127 edges, with the all-terminal connectivity as the operational criterion.
2. The dodecahedron (figure la) with the s-t connectivity as the operational criterion for s = 1 and t = 20 [9] .
3. The dodecahedron with the all-terminal connectivity as the operational criterion.
4. A family of complete graphs Klo, K15, K20, K25, K30 with the all-terminal connectivity as the operational criterion.
For networks #1 & #2, the performance of our methods is compared with that of alternative methods [6, 9] . Table 3 presents simulation results for the Easton-Wong network, table 4 for the dodecahedrons, and table 5 for complete graphs. The following conclusions can be drawn from analyzing tables 3 -5.
1. DP is not competitive with MP, in terms of both variance reduction factor and in the Wperformance measure. Relative to CMC, DP has good performance parameters for nondense and very reliable graphs, as shown in table 4. The reasonable application field of DP is networks with equal edge-failure probabilities. In that case, one simulation run results in estimating the ID of (G, T ) and serves for any q value; see section 5.
2. MP is very efficient for highly reliable networks and dense graphs; see lines 4,5 and 9,lO in (s -t connectivity; s = "1 ' I , t = "20", see Fig. 1 ,a.) (1)' 
5.
In our experiments, sparse networks were represented by the dodecahedron. Based on the results in tables 3 & 4, we suggest using MP for 0 I Q < 0.05. by a factor of 1.5-2.5. The dodecahedron with terminals s = 1 and t = 20 (figure la) has a specific feature with respect to the method of bounds.
Namely, the bound 1 -A in terms of edge-disjoint cuts [9, p 149; 11 , p 4631 asymptotically coincides-in this particular case-with the true network unreliability value, since the collection of cuts chosen for A contains all minimum size cuts between s and t (which is far from being so, for general G, s, t).
The MP is considerable inferior to the Karp-Luby method of failure sets; see table 4. The KarpLuby method requires extra effort for computing failure sets, in terms of computer time and computer memory; see comments on this issue in [9, p 531. 
